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What does Boris Johnson’s lockdown 
roadmap say about his leadership?  
Centre for Brexit Studies Researcher David Hearne has shared his 
thoughts and views on coronavirus (COVID-19) and the recent changes 
to England’s lockdown measures. 
With confusion surrounding the updated measures, David discussed how 
well Boris Johnson and the Conservative Party Government are coming 
across during this pandemic, and what Scotland, Wales and Northern 
Ireland sticking to the ‘Stay at Home’ message, rather than adapting to 
the ‘Stay Alert’ message, says about the Prime Minister’s leadership. 
In a video shared today, the expert also discussed what countries will be 
exempt from forthcoming coronavirus quarantine measures and if 
countries other than France and the Republic of Ireland will be added to 
this list in the forthcoming weeks. 
David also discussed the latest in post-Brexit trade talks, and if the 
ongoing disagreements and slow progress could lead us towards a ‘No 
Deal’. 
Watch the full video on the Centre for Brexit Studies YouTube channel 
here! 
 
